
Moscore QM - Support #230

Customer database Table needs Repair

07/24/2014 10:40 PM - Walter Pate

Status: Closed Start date: 07/24/2014

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 0%

Category: database Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: Customer needs to fix Spent time: 6.00 hours

Description

When testing the Little T database it was observed that their Format A overveiw was corrupt in the Format editor page

History

#1 - 07/24/2014 10:57 PM - Walter Pate

- File Database needs repair FormatA.jpg added

- File second table repair fixes Format A overview.jpg added

- File Database repaired for Format A.jpg added

Joe, this issue will need you to fix the database...This issue may have caused unexplained events during a race.

When testing this issue it was found that the Format Classes had a Class that had a Null value (not Good)

The fix is to do a Database repair. Tools\Archive/Repair\Repair All Tables

After doing the repair the first time, it will find 17 bad tables repaired (expand report page to see all)

You will have to do it again to fix the above issue, see attached JPG's to view error report on second repair, It is the middle line in red that is causing

the issue.

Then close the report and choose 'Use This Event', then go back to event setup you will see the repair fixed the overview.

#2 - 07/24/2014 11:29 PM - Walter Pate

- Tracker changed from Bug to Support

changed from Bug to Support

#3 - 06/04/2016 04:29 AM - Walter Pate

- Status changed from Feedback to Closed

no feedback from club

Files

Database needs repair FormatA.jpg 80.2 KB 07/24/2014 Walter Pate

second table repair fixes Format A overview.jpg 98 KB 07/24/2014 Walter Pate

Database repaired for Format A.jpg 79.5 KB 07/24/2014 Walter Pate
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